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Introduction

It is clear from several in-depth assessments of
accident records that a better understanding of
very basic strata control principles and
practices by production personnel will improve
worker safety when considering the rockburst
and rockfall hazard. Workers, lack of
knowledge with respect to aspects of strata
control increases their and fellow workers’
exposure to such strata control risks. 

The primary objective of the Safety in
Mines Research Advisory Committee

(SIMRAC) project 02 02 07, reported here, was
to develop tools for the transfer of strata
control knowledge. 

Initially the project was aimed at workers
falling into the category of Mining
Qualifications Authority (MQA) levels 1 to 4.
During the initial work it was found that there
was an important group of workers that did
not fall into these categories and whose
training requirements were not being
addressed appropriately. This group comprised
the many illiterate or semi-literate persons
employed on the mine. It was decided to focus
on this group and the scope of the project was
then changed accordingly. Project outcomes 2,
3 and 4 below were then designed to equip
these workers with sufficient knowledge and
ability to work safely underground until such
time as they can take advantage of the MQA
system. A significant number of workers (up
to 65% on some mines) fall into this category
and it was felt the most impact would be
achieved by focusing on this group. 

Previous SIMRAC projects GAP4141,
GAP609a2, GAP609b3 and GAP8514, all
dealing with training material and methods of
training (in theory and practice), provided a
sound foundation upon which to base the
project.

Project outcomes:

1 A four-minute video using animation to
illustrate the causes and prevention of
falls of roof in South African collieries
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Synopsis

Analyses of accident records show that a better understanding of
very basic strata control principles and practices, by production
personnel, will improve worker safety. Workers, lack of knowledge,
with respect to aspects of strata control, increases their exposure to
such strata control risks. 

The primary objective of the Safety in Mines Research Advisory
Committee (SIMRAC) project 02 02 07 was to develop tools for the
transfer of strata control knowledge. Four such tools were
developed, three of which focused on illiterate underground mine
team members who are not yet able to take advantage of the Mining
Qualifications Authority (MQA) learning process (see project
outcomes 2, 3 and 4 below). The tools were designed to equip these
workers with sufficient knowledge and ability to work safely
underground until such time as they can take advantage of the
MQA system. 

Project outcomes:
1 A four-minute video using animation to illustrate the causes

and prevention of falls of roof in South African collieries. 
2 Software to demonstrate the capability of reconstructing,

interactively, accident scenes and actions that have taken
place underground in stopes. 

3 A strata control bridging course for illiterate mine team
workers.

4 Small-scale wooden models that will be used to design life-
size mock-up facilities to assist with the abovementioned
bridging course.  

5 Workshops and presentations to demonstrate the outcomes 1
to 4 above.
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Consultants).
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2 Software to allow a rock engineer or safety officer to
reconstruct a three-dimensional representation of
accidents on a mine, soon after they occur

3 A training facilitator’s booklet that sets out a strata-
control bridging course for illiterate mine-workers. The
booklet lists the information to be taught and indicates
how the trainer can get the information across to the
workers

4 Wooden models to facilitate strata control training and
on which life size models for mock-up stopes can be
based

5 Workshops and presentations to demonstrate the
abovementioned results.

Video animation—causes of falls of roof in South
African collieries

The SIMRAC project, COL6185, to determine the causes of
falls of roof in South African collieries, was completed by van
der Merwe et al. in 2001. At the request of SIMRAC, the
report was thoroughly reviewed and it was decided that a
three-dimensional, animated video would be the most

efficient way of transferring the findings. A four-minute
video was produced showing various important fall of roof
statistics and illustrating, by means of animation, how falls
happen and how they can be prevented. 

The video covers the most important findings of the
COL618 report. It shows falls occurring in areas where there
is inadequate support in highly laminated hangingwall rock,
in more competent areas and where joints and faults are
incorrectly supported. Figures 1 through 3 show some scenes
from the video.

Accident reconstruction software

The demonstration software (Figure 4) is named IPRAM
(Interactive Programme for Reconstructing Accidents in
Mines). 

The software demonstrates the capability of
reconstructing, interactively, accident scenes and actions that
have taken place underground. It combines virtual reality and
multimedia techniques. The program will enable an operator
(say a junior rock engineer on the mine) to interactively set
up an accident scene using libraries of support, equipment,
accident sites and sounds, as well as, personnel involved. 

▲
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Figure 1—Animated video—examples of scenes during the video introduction

Figure 2—Animated video—roof fall due to widely spaced bolting (highlighted)
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Figure 3—Animated video—improved bolt positioning (highlighted) and concluding scene

Figure 4—IPRAM software welcome window

Figure 5—Stope scene showing various virtual images
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The demo software uses an accident associated with
failure of a dome structure, common in the platinum mines,
as an example. The library at this stage includes only
‘virtual’ 3D images of equipment, support, miners, etc.
appropriate for this accident (Figure 5). More images will
have to be built up as required over time. 

The software includes some animation showing the
collapse of a wedge of rock from the hangingwall. The wedge
will fail if not sufficiently well supported. It is clearly
illustrated what happens in this type of accident. Different
scenarios can be set up showing how miners can be injured
by the falling wedge and then how this could have been
prevented had adequate support been installed. 

The reconstructions can be used for training of all levels
of workers and could also be used at routine safety meetings
and during campaigns on specific safety topics. The potential
of such a program for rapid training is huge, especially when
one considers its interactive nature that allows specific
accident scenes to be set up and played back.

Originally it was planned to use two-dimensional
cartoon-like drawings to reconstruct accidents. Although this
could be a viable option, it was felt that given the tools now
available in multimedia, it would be a better option to go to a
fully developed three-dimensional program that could create
more realistic reconstructions. These could be projected life-
size and be better suited for training of mineworkers.

Unfortunately, attempts to find additional financing to
take the software beyond the demo model stage have proved
unsuccessful so far. With further financing, the program can
be rolled out in stages. Numerous other common accident
scenes can be developed and introduced, thereby building up
libraries of typical virtual images. The program could even be
extended and shared via the internet to all mines in a group
or to all mines involved with SIMRAC. This could add
valuable input to overall safety measures as well as
developing the sharing of ideas and developments that could
benefit the mining industry as a whole and further promote
South African global leadership in mining.

▲
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Figure 6—Basic work cycle covered in the facilitator’s booklet
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Strata control bridging course for illiterate workers—
A facilitator’s booklet

The material and methods of knowledge transfer in the
bridging course are targeted at illiterate, underground mine
team workers who are not yet able to take advantage of the
MQA learning process. The course is designed to equip
illiterate workers with sufficient knowledge and ability to
work safely underground until such time as they can take
advantage of the MQA system.

The booklet discusses all the topics that need to covered
and provides guidelines for the trainer on how to present the
course. The interactive method of teaching and learning,
recommended for this category of learner, is emphasized. It is
recommended that life-size mock-up facilities be used. These
can be based on models similar to those photographed and
shown in the next section of the paper below. Here the
learner will experience lifelike occurrences, such as artificial
falls of ground, by using harmless foam-type materials.
Figure 6 shows the work cycle, covered in the booklet, and
the lifelike experience mentioned above as the focus. There

are links to all the functions of the work cycle as a reminder
of what could happen if that part of the cycle is not completed
properly.

Instead of teaching, the facilitator will, with the correct
guidance provided by the booklet, motivate the learners to
look, discuss, and try to solve and treat the issues at hand.
The ultimate goal will be to stimulate or motivate the groups,
in the course of the work cycle duties, to identify the typical
range of conditions with which they could be confronted, and
then to treat those conditions. The facilitator's booklet,
therefore, is designed for the explicit use of the facilitator in
the context of identifying strata control and mining-induced
hazards and issues, and how they are to be treated or
addressed. 

Included in the booklet are groups of typical or
appropriate questions for the facilitator to use as he/she
addresses each of the topics concerned. The questions are not
limited to those printed in the book, and additional, more
mine-specific, questions should be added. The course is set
out in Appendix 1 and the format used is that required 
by the MQA.

Tools for the transfer of strate control knowledge
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Figure 8—Section through a stope showing hangingwall collapse as a result of poor support in the vicinity of geological structures

Figure 7—Section two metres from the face with no support resulting in bedding plane parting and opening up of joints in the hangingwall that could result
in an FOG
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Practical methods of technology transfer

A life-size mock-up stope is a crucial part of the bridging
course described above. Sketches were drawn up of what
would be required for the strata-control bridging course in
the mock-up stope. A model maker was then commissioned
to construct scaled models upon which a mock-up facility
could be based. Examples of two of the models are shown in
Figures 7 and 8 below. Gold Fields Limited, in particular Gold
Fields Academy and Driefontein Mine, have been involved
with the project from the start and will test the bridging
course. The abovementioned models have been loaned to
them and there are plans to build life-size equivalents.

Technology transfer

Industry, the Dept. of Minerals and Energy (DME) and the
National Union of Mine Workers (NUM) were represented on
the steering committee and contributed significantly to the
success of the project.

The video, illustrating the causes and prevention of falls
of roof in coalmines described above, was distributed to
interested parties.

An industry workshop was held on 23 October 2003 at
the Driefontein Leadership Centre. Background and progress,
with respect to the strata control bridging course, described
above, was presented. The accident reconstruction software
and the wooden models were also demonstrated at the
workshop. The accident reconstruction software was also
presented to senior executives and rock engineers at Anglo
Platinum Corporation.

Summary and conclusions

A need was identified for the transfer of basic strata control
knowledge to the many workers who are illiterate and who
cannot yet take part in the MQA levels 1 to 4 processes. The
scope of the project was changed to develop a strata control
course and method of presenting it to this category of
underground worker. A booklet has been produced for the
facilitator of such a course.

The course requires the use of life-size mock-up facilities.
Small-scale models were designed and manufactured upon
which to base such a facility. Gold Fields, in particular Gold
Fields Academy and Driefontein Mine, have been involved
with the project from the start and will test the bridging
course. The abovementioned models have been loaned to
them and there are plans to build life-size equivalents.

In addition, software has been written to demonstrate the
capability of reconstructing, interactively, accident scenes and
actions that have taken place underground in stopes.  The
program will enable an operator to interactively set up an

accident scene using libraries of support, equipment, accident
sites and sounds, as well as the personnel involved. Different
scenarios can be set up showing how miners can be injured
by falling rock and then how this could have been prevented
had adequate support been correctly installed. The potential
of such a program for training is huge, especially when one
considers its interactive nature that allows specific accident
scenes to be set up and played back. Further development is
strongly recommended.

A four-minute video, which uses animation to illustrate
the causes and prevention of falls of ground in collieries, has
been distributed to interested parties. The video was based
on the findings of SIMRAC project COL618 and was
considered to be the most effective means of transferring the
findings. 

Finally, workshops and presentations were set up to
demonstrate the tools for technology transfer. 
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The world’s utility companies today sounded a warning bell

as regulatory uncertainty holds back the investment needed

in the sector to secure power supply. According to Under

Pressure, the seventh annual PricewaterhouseCoopers

Global Utilities Survey, regulatory worries top the list of

concerns expressed by investors about funding the industry.

While a majority of investors believe deregulation is helping

the investor climate, more than a third (39%) say market

reforms are damaging confidence, highlighting the dangers

of inconsistent regulation, energy, tax and environmental

policies.

This anxiety within the utilities industry means that

despite its growth prospects, it is failing to attract the

investment it needs. Meeting projected supply needs will

require an investment of US$12.7 trillion in the period to

2030 in the power generation, transmission and distribution

and gas-supply infrastructure. However, the utilities sector

is failing to rise above the pack when it comes to attracting

investment. The PricewaterhouseCoopers report finds that

the utilities sector is rated as attractive as several other

sectors, including financial services, consumer and retail

and pharmaceuticals. Worryingly, this was the sentiment

echoed by investors that already focused on utilities.

Utility leaders feel that without regulatory certainty and

high levels of investment, blackouts could become a more

frequent occurrence. In fact, two-thirds of utility company

respondents in the report believe the likelihood of blackouts

will increase or remain the same. These concerns about

security of supply are spreading across the industry. Nearly

three-quarters (72%) of utility company respondents say

supply security and transmission capacity are major

concerns facing the sector—up from 65% in 2004. 

The regulatory uncertainty is also affecting investment

in renewables. While the focus on renewables is increasing,

with the industry trying to change the fuel mix, investors

feel this area will face the biggest funding challenge,

creating a new vulnerability for the sector. In this climate,

more than half (52%) of utility respondents expect a nuclear

revivial

Regulators given utilities investment warning as
supply concerns deepen

Manfred Wiegand, Global Utilities Leader,

PricewaterhouseCoopers, commented:

‘The challenge for the utilities sector is immense. We

urge governments, utility companies, investors and

consumers to work together to find a truly sustainable and

long-term strategy for the industry. This means getting the

equation right in the market through a balanced view of

renewables and a streamlined regulatory environment,

generating market rates of return for investors and

encouraging transparent and well-communicated business

strategy among utility companies.’

Under Pressure also highlights other key developments

in  the utilities sector:

➤ Record levels of M&A activity: deal making is running

at record levels with US$123bn of activity recorded in

2004

➤ Regionalization replacing globalization: only a

minority of utility companies are eyeing expansion

outside their broad continental boundaries. For

example, 76% of respondents from utility companies

in the Americas and 83% of European respondents

intend to stay focused on their ‘home regions’

➤ Environmental reporting being stepped up: utilities are

being driven by regulatory influences such as

Sarbanes-Oxley and International Financial Reporting

Standards to bring greater transparency to reporting.

Nearly two-thirds of companies signal that they

intend to step up environmental reporting

➤ Customer service key to competitive differentiation:

utility companies identified customer service as the

key factor in their differentiation strategies.   ◆
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